Carbocyanine dyes have a long-standing tradition in fluorescence imaging and spectroscopy, due to their photostability and large spectral separation between individual dye species. Herein, we explore the versatility of cyanine dyes to probe the dynamics of nucleic acids and we report on the interrelation of 
Introduction
Fluorescence microscopy and single-molecule detection have revolutionized our understanding of the structure and dynamics of biomacromolecules. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] At the heart of all fluorescence technologies are molecules whose chemical properties allow the absorption and subsequent reemission of photons on a timescale from a few hundred picoseconds to several dozens of nanoseconds. Nowadays, a variety of organic dyes are employed as probes for super-resolution imaging and singlemolecule spectroscopy in combination with Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). 8, 9 Amongst the most thoroughly investigated families of fluorescent dyes are carbocyanines. [10] [11] [12] Their molecular fingerprint is a polymethine chain linking two heteroaromatic moieties. In their sulfonated form (denoted as sCy), two negative charges, one on each ring, compensate for the inherent hydrophobic nature of the chromogenic scaffold. The long-lasting popularity of cyanine dyes is not only due to their photophysical properties but also because of their availability in various spectral and functional forms. 13 Carbocyanines indeed combine many characteristics of an ideal fluorophore for smFRET, including a relatively high extinction coefficient, comparable quantum yields of donor (sCy3) and acceptor (sCy5) dye as well as a high photostability when used in combination with an oxygen scavenger system (OSS) and protective agents such as 1,3,5,7-cyclooctatetraene (COT), 4-nitrobenzylalcohol (NBA) or Trolox. [13] [14] [15] The large spectral separation between different dye species (B100 nm) reduces cross-talk and direct laser excitation, while the donor emission and acceptor absorption profile still overlap sufficiently to allow for efficient energy transfer. A key feature of most carbocyanines is their propensity to photoisomerize from an all-trans to a dark cis-state depending on the local environment. 12, 16, 17 In spite of the modest quantum efficiency, carbocyanines are well suited to study the dynamics of nucleic acids on the single-molecule level by total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy since they are, in contrast to many rhodamine derivatives, hardly quenched by any of the nucleobases. 18 Cyanine dyes offer a wide range of labeling strategies depending on the nature of the biomolecule. [19] [20] [21] Terminal labeling of nucleic acids is commonly achieved via an aminolinker and an N-hydroxysuccimidyl (NHS) functionality on the fluorophore (Fig. 1) . The former governs the distance between the dye and the molecule of interest and therefore makes the accessible volume (AV) of the fluorescent probe expand or contract. The AV defines the conformational space explored by the fluorophore when linked to a macromolecule. 22, 23 Choosing a reasonably sized linker (C6) between the dye and the molecule of interest is the prerequisite to assume an isotropic rotation of in the fluorescence lifetime, the quantum yield or the fluorescence anisotropy. All these parameters are readily accessible by time-resolved or steady-state measurements and report on the physicochemical characteristics of the fluorophore within its anisotropic, macromolecular environment. 24 The photophysics of carbocyanines in the context of DNA are well established, 12, [25] [26] [27] [28] however, our knowledge about the interaction propensity with RNA on an atomic level remains elusive. Recent work has demonstrated the applicability of protein induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE) as a spectroscopic ruler to close the gap between the distance regimes covered by photoinduced electron transfer (PET, o2 nm) and FRET (3-10 nm).
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The diversity of secondary and tertiary structure adopted by single-stranded RNA suggests that a similar framework may be devised for nucleic acids and RNA in particular. In analogy to PIFE we will refer to the effects described thereafter as NAIFE (short for nucleic acid-induced fluorescence enhancement) and RIFE (RNA-induced fluorescence enhancement) as a special case thereof. Herein, we examine various ribonucleic frameworks, beginning with the building blocks of RNA and ending with a large regulatory RNA of over 275 nucleotides. Moreover, we elaborate on how the abundance of mono-and divalent metal ions affects the photophysics of the labeled nucleic acids. Impacts on the fluorescence lifetime and rotational diffusion are discussed in terms of the isomerization potential of carbocyanines, which has been recognized as the major cause for the short-lived excited state and low quantum efficiency of the free Cy3 species. 12, 32 Experimental data from time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) experiments are complemented by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations casting an atomistic view on specific RNA-dye interactions (Fig. 1 ).
Material and methods

Sample preparation
All chemicals for buffer preparation and transcription solutions were puriss p. a. (Merck KGaA). Oligonucleotides fluorescently labeled with sulfonated carbocyanines dyes (sCy3 and sCy5) were obtained in HPLC-grade in both RNA and DNA form (IBA lifescience). The btuB riboswitch was transcribed in vitro as described previously, 33 The time-resolved anisotropy was computed by sequentially recording the parallel I VV and perpendicular I VH polarization components with respect to the field vector of the exciting light pulse
where the G-factor is defined as G = I HV /I HH . 33 The dynamic anisotropy of the free fluorophores is modeled in terms of a single exponential decay, whereas the dye-labeled RNA and DNA molecules are best described by two components, a hindered, local rotation
and a global tumbling of the dye along with the biomolecule, yielding
where r 0 is the fundamental anisotropy, r N represents the value to which the local anisotropy decays and t r is the correlation time of the local or global component.
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Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations 49 while non-bonded pair forces were calculated using the Verlet scheme 50 with a cut-off of 1 nm for both van der Waals and Coulomb interactions. Long-range electrostatic forces were treated with the smooth particle-mesh Ewald method 51 (SPME)
by setting a Fourier grid spacing of 0.16 nm with cubic interpolation. After equilibration (NVT and NPT ensemble, 2 Â 5 ns) the position restraints were released and the system was propagated for 50 ns using a leap from integration scheme with a time step of 2 fs. In all runs atom coordinates were printed out every picosecond. Individual MD trajectories were concatenated and served as a framework for the rotational diffusion of the fluorophore. In a Monte Carlo (MC) approach we sampled time points of laser pulses and photon arrival times by using the experimentally determined lifetime histograms as a probability distribution for photon detection. The angle y(t À t 0 ) between the excitation and emission dipole moment at time points t 0 and t respectively represents as a direct measure for the polarization of the incoming photon (ESI, † Methods). Independent binning of the photon arrival times for both polarization directions allowed the calculation of the dynamic anisotropy according to eqn (1) . A prefactor of 2/5 accounted for the discrepancy between a single fluorophore oriented along the z-axis and an ensemble population as in the experiment (=photoselection).
Results and discussion
Stacking interaction between NTPs and carbocyanines
Nucleoside 5 It is commonly argued that stacking interactions hamper the transition to the dark cis-state, thereby reducing the flux through the photoisomerization pathway ( Fig. 4c) , which effectively competes with fluorescence. 9, 12, 52, 53 In order to discriminate specific intermolecular contacts from a bulk viscosity effect, we have recorded dynamic fluorescence anisotropy decays. A highly viscous environment restricts the mobility of the fluorophore and is thus expected to increase the rotational correlation time t r , assuming the simplest decay model of a single rotor. 54 In fact, the tumbling time of free sCy3 rises from 0.17 AE 0.01 ns in aqueous media to 60 AE 5 ns in pure glycerol (Z (25 1C) = 934 mPa s, 55 ESI, † (Fig. 2b) . In order to minimize their solvent-exposed surface area nucleotides associate with the electron-rich dye scaffold. Both NTPs preferentially adopt a slightly off-centered parallel arrangement to maximize complementary electrostatics while avoiding sterical clashes with the methyl group on the heterocycle. However, the residence time of ATP in the MD simulations is more than double that of CTP. In light of the larger surface of purines, the hydrophobic effect appears to be the predominant energetic contribution that drives the association of nucleotide and fluorophore. In fact, the stabilization effect of the NTPs on the fluorescence lifetime is dependent on the polarity of the solvent. In a solution of 60% 1,4-dioxane (e at 25 1C = 2.21 56 ) ATP barely influences the lifetime of sCy3, suggesting that the tendency of the two partners to interact is decreasing (ESI, † Fig. S1c ). The entropic gain upon desolvation is likely lower since fewer water molecules are expelled from both the nucleotide and the dye surface. We conclude that all NTPs, albeit to a different extent, act as a scaffold to which the dyes may associate and thereby get restricted along the dihedral reaction coordinate. In this way, non-radiative relaxation through the twisted intermediate to the dim cis-state is attenuated and the survival of the trans-isomer, in return, is enhanced. In short, these observations provide evidence for RIFE to occur even on the single nucleotide level.
Magnesium(II) mediates RNA-dye interactions
The polyanionic nature of nucleotides 5 0 -triphosphates and nucleic acids in general calls for counter ions to neutralize the large number of negative charges accumulating on the sugar-phosphate backbone. 57 The question arises to what extent metal cations may modulate non-covalent interactions between two anionic molecules like carbocyanines and RNA. We address this issue by monitoring the lifetime and anisotropy change upon addition of potassium(I) or magnesium(II). For this purpose, sCy3 and sCy5 are conjugated to DNA and RNA oligonucleotides that differ in length, composition and secondary structure content (ESI, † Fig. S2 ). Out of a total of four sequences, two are derived from the group IIB intron Sc.ai5g and have been previously investigated by NMR 38,39 and smFRET 41, 42 (d3 0 EBS1* IBS1*, PDB entries 2m23 and 2m24; d3 0 EBS1* dIBS1*, PDB entry 2m1v). The other set of cyanine labeled oligonucleotides (hereafter termed sCy3/sCy5-DNA or sCy3/sCy5-RNA respectively) has been designed to hybridize to a regulatory RNA located in the 5 0 -untranslated region of the btuB gene from E. coli. 21, 58 In order to disentangle the influence of the mono-and divalent cations, the latter were chelated by 100 mM EDTA. TCSPC readings were taken prior to and after addition of 100 mM K + . Even high concentrations of monovalent salt hardly affect the lifetime of the carbocyanine constructs (ESI, † Table S1 ). Conversely, a titration series of Mg 2+ with a constant background of K + reveals rising fluorescence lifetimes for all sCy3-labeled nucleic acids (Fig. 3a) . The data are modeled according to a classical single-site binding isotherm
Seeing that the effect of the metal ion on the dye alone is negligible, the equilibrium constant indeed describes the interaction between Mg 2+ and the nucleic acid, with sCy3 as a reporter. The model yields a Compared to potassium(I), magnesium(II) is more likely to occupy discrete binding sites within the major groove of nucleic acids (Fig. 3b) . 59 One reason is the lower entropic penalty for constraining ion mobility, since only half of the ions are required to neutralize the electrostatic surface potential. 60 Charge compensation by K + is commonly attributed to an ion atmosphere, a sheath of fluctuating ions encompassing the polyelectrolyte. 61 Considering the marginal influence of the 
Bioconjugation interferes with photoisomerization
Levitus and coworkers have previously shown that cyanine dyes interact with DNA in a sequence-dependent manner that is based on strand flexibility and relative purine content. 26, 53 Accordingly, biopolymers like DNA or RNA need to be flexible enough in order to interact with a fluorophore. Variations in the lifetime of the Cy-labeled DNAs and RNAs (Fig. 3a) are therefore likely due to subtle differences in the stiffness of the nucleic acids. Slightly lower lifetimes for sCy3-RNA oligonucleotides are in line with the longer persistence length reported for a toy model of ssRNA versus ssDNA, that is rU 40 and dT 40 . 64 On the other hand, a pure analysis of the purine content within the first few nucleotides of the dye would predict very similar lifetimes for the unstructured sCy3-RNA and the d3 0 EBS1* hairpin but the experiment does not. Thus, the physicochemical properties of the building blocks alone do not capture the full picture of the delicate interplay of fluorophore, biomolecule, and metal ions. Beyond strand composition, secondary and tertiary structure contacts are expected to affect dye stacking significantly and thus alter the photophysics of carbocyanines. NAIFE and RIFE are governed by the nature of the excited states. So, why does the coupling of carbocyanines to nucleic acids give rise to a second lifetime component? Fig. 4a contrasts the fluorescence lifetime decays of sCy3 with the conformationally locked variant Cy3B (Fig. 4a) . 65 With cis-trans isomerization precluded in Cy3B, the two dyes span a lifetime interval populated by different carbocyanine labeled nucleic acid constructs that may undergo photoisomerization, yet to a varying extent. The free fluorophores represent the lower and upper rate limits for the torsion along the polymethine chain. While their lifetimes decay monoexponentially, a second component appears for all dyes that are conjugated to nucleic acids. The relative weight of the second component increases in the order: sCy3-RNA oligo o sCy3-DNA oligo o sCy3-DNA-btuB o sCy3-d3 0 EBS1* o sCy3-d3 0 dEBS1* ( Fig. 4a and ESI, † Fig. S3e for sCy5 ; all values are provided in ESI, † Table S2 ). From experiments with the NTPs we know that dye and bases are present in a dynamic equilibrium of association and dissociation in which stacking stabilizes the fluorescence lifetime. Therefore, it is conceivable that the first lifetime reports on the dye tumbling about the linker (wobbling-incone), while the second component is associated with the dye sticking to the nucleic acid. The relative weighting of the second lifetime constituent is thus indicative for the tendency of the dye to interact with the biomolecule. In case of a completely stacked fluorophore, the effective, weighted lifetime is expected to converge ultimately to the single lifetime that is observed for the rigidified Cy3B. The degree of motional restriction on the fluorophores by macromolecular environment can be deduced from dynamic anisotropy measurements (Fig. 4b for sCy3 and ESI, † Fig. S3f  for sCy5) . Differences between the less structured oligonucleotides and the d3 0 EBS1* stem loop are manifested in the amplitude of the local hindered rotation given by the prefactor r 0 À r global (ESI, † Table S2 ). The fast motion represented by the initial decay is far more pronounced in the RNA oligo than in d3 0 EBS1* (Fig. 4b) .
Hence, the dye is less constrained by the single stranded RNA molecule than by the hairpin, which is in agreement with the lifetime predictions above. Since interactions with the biomolecular surface decouple the global correlation time t r,global from the local wobbling-in-cone, the stacked dye population can provide valuable information on the rotational diffusion of the host molecule.
Comparison of the hydrodynamic radii calculated from the global correlation time and measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) in the absence of fluorophores suggests the anisotropy decay model to be appropriate (ESI, † Fig. S4 and Table S2 ). In order to correlate the extent of motional constraints to the propensity of photoisomerization we recorded quantum yields as a function of temperature. Upon increasing the kinetic energy of the system the quantum efficiency gradually diminishes (Fig. 4c for sCy3 and ESI, † Fig. S3d for sCy5) . Photoisomerization of Cy-dyes is commonly depicted in terms of a potential energy diagram where an excited molecule has to overcome an energy barrier before passing via a twisted intermediate to the nonfluorescent cis-state (Fig. 4d) . 12, 25, 32 Relating the quantum yield of sCy3 to the rigidified Cy3B (Fig. 4e) , using the Arrhenius equation
whereupon the activation energy E N-t can be inferred from the slope (Fig. 4d) . 25 We find the barrier increasing in the order sCy3-NHS (19 AE 3 kJ mol À1 ) { sCy3-DNA oligo
sCy3-DNA-btuB (32 AE 2 kJ mol À1 ). Hence, structural complexity around the fluorophores is intimately linked to the extent of photo-induced cis-trans isomerization which is assumed by the lifetime and dynamic anisotropy experiments. The presence of a biomolecule -be it a protein or a strand of DNA/RNA -in close proximity of a dye, no matter whether it is covalently linked (e.g. sCy3-d3 0 EBS1*) or non-covalently associated (e.g. sCy3 with NTPs, or PIFE 29 ), intrinsically reduces the conformational space accessible to the fluorescent probe. Our and previous 30 work suggests that the bigger the excluded volume the less likely it is for the fluorophore to wobble freely around its linker. Hence, the fraction of unstacked fluorophore, which is susceptible to isomerization, could be estimated from a calculation of the dye's accessible volume and be used to predict the brightness of photoswitchable cyanine dyes in a specific microenvironment. 
Contact interface in accessible volume simulations
Following up on the discussion above, quantum yields, lifetime, and anisotropy measurements indicate that structural characteristics in the vicinity of the fluorophore play a key role in RNA recognition. A computationally inexpensive way to sample the conformational space explored by a dye in a biomolecular environment are so-called accessible volume (AV) simulations. 22, 23 Herein, a coarse-grained model of a fluorophore is attached to a macromolecule in order to sample all dye positions within a given linker length that do not cause steric clashes with the surface (ESI, † Fig. S5 ). Even though the algorithm itself treats all locations as equiprobable, and hence disregards dye stacking per se, the amount of volume exclusion can be taken as a measure for steric hindrance as reported previously. 30 We quantified the accessible volume of sCy3 and sCy5 both free in solution (i.e. AV max ) and attached to the nucleic acids. The resulting AV fraction correlates inversely with the proportion of stacked dye as given by the prefactor a 2 = 1 À a in the lifetime fitting model (eqn (1) and Fig. 5a ). This strategy considers the restriction in dye mobility, i.e. translational and rotational diffusion degrees of freedom, as the cause for the reduced cis-trans isomerization. Here, we propose a different approach which targets the dihedral reaction coordinate directly. The rationale is the following: when stacked to the biomolecule, the fluorophore occupies a narrow rim of the accessible volume defined by the dimensions of a triaxial ellipsoid that represents the probe. The ratio of this volume segment over the AV is expected to correlate directly with the stacked dye population. The rim volume is modeled by two spherical sectors with half cone angles y and y + d where d is the minimum angle for accommodating the fluorophore on the biomolecular surface (compare Fig. 5d ):
CVðy; dÞ ¼ 2pr
where d = sin À1 (R dye(3) /L link ) with R dye(3) as the smallest dye parameter and L link as the linker length. In practice, we first extract coordinates of the AV cloud that are in contact with the nucleic acid surface and then calculate a sheath with a thickness of the R dye(3) = 3 Å (see ESI, † Fig. S5 ). The such obtained volume segment, as part of the AV, constitutes the space occupied by a fluorophore when stacked onto the biomolecular surface (Fig. 5c) . By dividing this contact volume (CV) by the total AV we can define a stacking parameter z that scales between 0 and 1 and therefore reflects the lifetime weighting factor a 2 = 1 À a (Fig. 5b) . In case of the dye pair sCy3/Cy3B, where the limiting lifetimes are known, this parameter can be used to predict the effective, weighted lifetime of any dye-RNA construct, provided that a tertiary structure is available.
Fluorophore tracking by molecular dynamics
The picture cast by AV simulations is of static nature and lacks atomic resolution. Both of these aspects are overcome by MD simulations at the expense of computation time. To get an idea of the fluorophore dynamics, we propagated the dye-RNA constructs with different initial velocities (200-400 ns in total) in two different water models and computed the anisotropy decay in a MC approach ( Fig. 6a and ESI ). [67] [68] [69] We therefore corrected the photon arrival times by a factor c diff = D sim /D exp (Fig. 6a) . After calibration the calculated decays of the free sCy5 and the short sCy5-IBS1* conform nicely to the experiment (upper and middle panel in Fig. 6b ). The TIP4P/ 2005 water models the self-diffusion more accurately and reproduces the experiment (free, hydrolyzed sCy3) perfectly without any correction factor. On the other hand, the water solvates the dye to such an extent that within the studied time regime no interactions with IBS1* are observed. As a result, the anisotropy decays slightly faster than in the corrected TIP3P simulation. In case of the d3 0 EBS1* hairpin with TIP3P water, the simulated anisotropy decays are quite heterogeneous (lower panel in Fig. 6b) . Examination of the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the dye and the 3 0 -tetraU overhang reveals intervals of high mobility and others where almost no fluctuation is observed. Snapshots within low RMSD regions unveil a stable conformation, in which sCy3 is stacked longwise on the dangling end of d3 0 EBS1* (Fig. 6b, bottom right). This interaction mode extends the depolarization and may have far-reaching consequences on measurements where an isotropic rotation of the fluorophore is generally assumed. Comparison with the experimental decay suggests that the fluorophore indeed spends a non-negligible amount of time attached to the single-stranded overhang. The contribution of the fast initial decay, arising from either completely free or end-stacked dye populations (Fig. 6b, bottom left) , is comparatively small. Trajectories from TIP4P/2005 show virtually no interactions of dye and RNA, thereby ensuring a rapid decay to zero (lower panel in Fig. 6b , white data points). The simulations demonstrate that the choice of the water model (TIP4P or TIP3P) is key to an accurate description of the dynamic fluorescence anisotropy. Intriguingly, both water models prove appropriate in different respects. The TIP4P has been designed to accurately render the thermodynamic properties of liquid water over a wide range of the phase diagram. 41 However, it overestimates the free cone-wobbling component relative to stacked dye conformations, which are observed extensively with TIP3P. The extent to which metal ions of both mono-and divalent nature may modulate the stacking propensity in the simulation is subject to further research.
Conclusion
In order to draw a comprehensive picture of carbocyanine fluorescence in the context of nucleic acids and RNA in particular, we have addressed the major photophysical parameters governing brightness, observation time frame and rotational diffusion for the popular FRET pair sCy3 and sCy5. Following the terminology previously used for proteins, we propose the notion of RNA-induced fluorescence enhancement (RIFE) to describe a series of photophysical effects caused by structural motifs of RNA in vicinity of an isomerizable cyanine fluorophore. Our study sheds light on the relative variations of lifetime, quantum yield, and dynamic anisotropy in response to changes in the microenvironment of the dye. On the ribonucleotide level, we have identified base-specific stacking interactions, which increase the excited state lifetime of the fluorophores. The divalent metal ion Mg 2+ mediates the interaction of fluorophore and RNA by locally attenuating electrostatic repulsion. Conversely, the fluorescence lifetime reports on the binding affinity of Mg 2+ towards nucleic acids with varying secondary structure content. Dynamic anisotropy measurements mirror the flexibility of the dyes in their local environment. We postulate that the first lifetime component of cyanine labeled RNAs and DNAs is associated with the local correlation time describing the rotational diffusion of the fluorophore within the dye-accessible volume. The second lifetime reflects various interaction modes with the host molecule. As long as the dyes stack to a macromolecular surface, the polymethine chain is not amenable to cis-trans isomerization and relaxation from the excited state occurs mostly via fluorescence emission. Apart from strand composition, structural features of the biomolecule play a fundamental role in RNA-dye recognition. In this respect, the wealth of secondary structure motifs and its intrinsic flexibility sets RNA well apart from DNA and justifies the introduction of RIFE as a phenomenon akin to PIFE. RNA samples a vast conformational space which makes it even more prone to interact with fluorophores than known so far for DNA. With the help of molecular dynamic simulations, we could exemplify that the dangling end of an RNA hairpin has a great impact on fluorophore mobility. Such interactions should be taken into account when interpreting spectroscopic data in general. Careful calibration measurements are needed especially when using absolute singlemolecule FRET with photoswitchable Cy-dyes for studying dynamic RNAs. As demonstrated herein, the wobbling of the fluorophores might deviate quite dramatically from the special case of isotropic rotation. As such, the enhanced photophysical properties of carbocyanines in an RNA environment, notably longer lifetimes and higher quantum yields, ultimately come at the expense of spatial restraints. On the positive side, an increased brightness of the fluorescent probe allows for longer observation times and a better signal-to-noise ratio particularly when imaging single molecules. Specific interactions of the fluorophore with certain RNA regions can be harnessed to investigate domain motion and introduce orientational constraints for intramolecular stem-loop modeling. Moreover, the dependence of the dye-RNA interplay on the abundance of metal ions, provides an additional spectroscopic handle for ion-mediated RNA folding studies. Our dual approach combining picosecond photon counting techniques and molecular dynamics simulations bridges the gap between a time-resolved ensemble parameter, the dynamic anisotropy, and an atomistic view on the biological system.
